Observations to the objections invited for the post of DPM/BPM, in J&K SRLM (Umeed)
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Observations of JKSRLM

I have masters in Business Administration through Periyar University, Completed in
April 2011. A part from that I have experience of 5 years, in human resources and also
three years experience in Gulf Countries.
Unfortunately I have been listed in ineligible candidates, although having fulfill at
the criteria required for the adversitement notice/advertised post.
now keeping in view of above request to consider me in eligible list.
I Altaf Mir was applied for the post of block programme manager under adv. Of 6 of
2014 dated 28.4.2017 sir You published the selection list but I found my name
invisible from the list of eligible candiates. Sir plz convey me about the selection
procedure and what experience means in the list. what is a reason of my invisibility
in the list Hope i will be best replied.

On examining your objection, your application form was scrutinized again. It was
found that though you have yourself mentioned total months of experience 55
months. Howover on reviewing your documents submitted with the application
form, reveals that you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
considered eligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

My total experience is 72 months but in the list which you have provided I have been
shown only 36 months of experience. My experience which I have showed in the
form is an under: 1. socioeconomic Research Beareau J&K as a SHG Leader from 01/02/2018 to
21/07/2012
2. Panchayati Raj System from 01-05-2012 t 31-11-2013
3. care promise welfare society Delhi from 30-5-2014- to 30-4-2015
4. Equality and Reward Society Ganderbal from 1-9-2014 to 14-10-2016
1. I am M.Phil in Social work.
2. Post graduate Diploma in Rural Development (PGDRD)
Please include M.Phil and PGDRD.

On examining your objection, your application form was scrutinized again.It was
found that though you have yourself mentioned total months of experience of 36
months. Howover on reviewing the documents submitted with your application
form, reveals that you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
considered eligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

Dear sir, please let me know the list you have finalised on your website on what basis
you have selected the candidates. Neitehr I got any call for interview no I received
any email. When was the interveiw conducted for the Block Programme officer or
District programme officer my qualifications is MBA and I am having work experience
of 3 years in corporate sector. why i have only (36) years of experience shown in the
list. This is shown in Jammu division even i have applied for Kashmir division.

On examining your objection, your application form was scrutinized again. It was
found that though you have, yourself mentioned total months of experience of 32
months. Further on reviewing the application form you have not attached any
experience certificate and as such you have been considered ineligible for the post
of DPM/BPM.

inquiring the experience and further submission of experience. With humble
submission I weant to show your kind attention towards the fact that I have
submitted only one experience at the time of submission in the advertisement
mentioend that candidates holding per in the MARD or MSW or MBA or equivalent
experience in relevant fields so it was the confusion as i have completed my MBa in
May, 2012, and from that time i am working and holding experience more than 5
years. so i request your majesty if it is possible to revise the status of eligibility then i
can figure in the list of eligible candidates i will produce the experience at any time so
i request your goodself to revise so that i will get or chanse to sit in the interview
atleast i will get an opportunity to work with such an organization which works for
upliftment of backward and remote areas.

On examination of your objection received through email your application form
scrutinized again. In view of your claim to have experience of more than 5 years, no
relevant experience certificates were found with the application form. Further at
this stage, submitting experience certifiates cannot be considered and as such you
have been considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

On examining your objection, your application form was scrutinized again.It was
found that though you have not mentioned anything in 'Experience' Column.
Further the documents submitted by you with the application form, also reveals
that you have no experience required for the post of BPM. Hence, you are
considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

On examination of your objection received through email regarding not showing
the Qualification of M.Phill in Social Work. Since the qualification required for the
post is MBA/MSW/MARD. Any higher qualification is add on for reference only.

Sir I have applied for both the posts DPM and BPM. But your department has
On examining your objection, your application form was scrutinized again. It was
shortlisted me in DPM shortlist under Serial No. 40 & Form S. NO> 112 but
found that you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
unfortunately I am not shortlisted in BPM where I have sumitted same documents as considered eligible for the post of DPM/BPM.
well as my experience certificates for the posts of BPM. so the point is that how you
show me in your ineligible candidates list of BPM under S.No. 125 Form S. NO. 176. it
is requested you to please shortlist my name in the BPM shortlist as i deserve it.
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not mentioned my name in BPM for Jammu Division, as at the time of filled form I
have submit both forms and shows both experience I met with office it shown I am
eligible for DPM and shows the experience of 67 months and the serial no. is 16 but
in the BPM and is not able it shows 0 months experience and seria No. 43 kindly
update my list and give me eligible for BPM post it will helpful for me two doc. i
attached with it and send to mail on mdjksrlm@gmail today on 28-2-2018

On examining your objection, your application form were re-evaluated. It was
found that though you have mentioned 67 months in 'Experience' Column.
However the documents submitted by you reveals, no such experience certificate
has been submitted with application form. Rather your appointment letter is
attached which does not show the number of months of your experience. As such
you are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

I namely Murtaza Hammed wani form No. 390 want to inform you that why I am not
eligible for the above post as you have not mentioned the reason of rejection please
let me know why I am not eligible for this post.
respected sir esteemed sir, My qualifications are
1. MBA
2. MA in rural development.
3. Post graduate diploma in disaster management.
I have also hot 4.5 years of work experience.
I meet all the requirements for the job. Kindly tell why my name if uncluded in the
eligible candidates your early reply will be remembered.
My name is wasim Rehman and my form Serial no. is 478 I want to know the reason
why I am not eligible for the post of BPM as I have the desired qualification and
experience for the same post.

On examination of your objection received through email. You don't have
prescribed years of experience, as such you have been considered ineligible for the
of DPM/BPM.
On examination of your objection received through email. You don't have
prescribed years of experience, as such you have been considered ineligible for said
post. You are 19 months short of experience.

sir with due respect Anil Kumar from Rajouri having master of arts, rural
development and 63 months experience (serial No. 54 form No. 83 applied for the
post of BPM and not found in eligible list kindly include me in eligible list. Thanking
you.

On examining your objection though you know that the post for which you have
applied requires the qualification as MBA/MSW/MARD . Since you have PGDRDM
and there is nowhere mentioned in the certificate that it is equivalent to
MBA/MSW/MARD and that is the reason you are considered ineligible for the post
of DPM/BPM.
On examining your objection, your application forms was scrutinized again. It was
found that you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
considered eligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

I would like to state I have 6.5 years (78) months including my past and current
working experience in the development sector with a Masters Degree in social work
and am fully eligible for the position. It is pertinent to mention that I wa called and
appeared for the interview of BPM held in the month of May 2017. the fact my name
has been included in the list of Non-eligible candidates, and is totally missing from
the eligible list (with months mentioned instead of years) is a mistake and should be
rectified. I am also attaching a copy of my experience certificate issued by my
previous organisations i had submitted the same at the time of submitting my form.
(experience 6 Years above) with high regards. I beg to state that while submitting the
application for the post experience certificate were needed I submitted the
application with the post experience certificates however the current employer was
not needed and there was no colomun for the currents employers. i submitted the
post experience certificates of 3.6 years but i am the employeere of ICICI Bank from
2015 till date. Experience letter can't be obtained while being employed of the s aid
organization i can provide the experience certificate joining letter and A/C No. for the
curent employer. i want that my expereince should be completed as 6.4 years instead
of 3.6 years i hope my request will be entertained.

On examining of your objection, your application was scrutinized. It was found that
you have done Post Graduation in Sociology which is not prescribed qualification
for the post of BPM. Hence you are ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

On examining your objection, your application forms was scrutinized again. It was
found that in case we consider your present experience i.e. from May 2016 till May
2017, still then you are short of 1 year experience and as such you are ineligible for
the post of DPM/BPM.
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this is in reference to the notification of eligible list of candiates for the positon of
DPM and BPM vide notification no. MD/JKSRLM/06/2014-Part1 dated 23-02-2018 the
objections sought in this regard are appreciated so that everybody in general and the
aspirants in particular get an opportunity raise their voice if they notice any mistake
at the end of the department. in response to the notice, i would like to submit the
following points if the department is serious about the tansparency in the
recruitment process.
* the Year of passing post Graduation should be clearly mentioned against each
candidate i nthe list published on the website, so that it is very clear whether the
particular candidate has the required post qualification experience as mentioned in
the advertisement.
*the experience certificates should be scrutinized properly and it should be very clear
that the organization that has issued the experience certificate exist anywhere and is
working in the filed.
* if the department makes efforts and takes appropriate steps to ensure that only the
deserving candidates are slected, i challenge that there will be shortage of candidates
against the number of positions advertised
* we personally know some the candidates who are in the list of eligible candidates
have passed their post-graduation in 2016 and we really unable how they have been
shortlisted.
I have been shown in ineligible list of candidates because of experience (months of
experience) number of months shown against my name is 30 while my experience at
that may was 66 months as I have applied for DPM as well and shown eligible at
serial Number 226 with 66 months of experience how canbe it possible that same
person having different number of experience so kindly consider my objection and
rectify the same. in ineligible list my serial number is 445.

Mission may consider your suggestions.

1. I submitted my form for both posts DPM and BPM but unfortunately in DPM I am
shown in the list of ineligible candidates.
2. my qualifications is as MCA and MARD but in list it shows MA which is wrong.
3. you can check my particulars in the list of eligible candidates of BPM Kashmir
divison at S.No 98 and my receipt No. 333.

On examination of your objection, your application forms were scrutinized. It was
found that the certificates of experience are not submitted with application form
for post of DPM. However, same are submitted with application form for post of
BPM, which shows that you suffice experience required for the post and as such
you are considered eligible for the said post of DPM as well.

why I am ineligible for both posts of DPM and BPM May I know the reason if I have
experience of 3 years. My name is Irshad Ahmad parrey.

On examination of your objection received through email. Your case has not been
considered owing to the fact that you are two years short of experience. The
minimum experience required for both the posts is 5 years.

respected sir, I am raising the objections for the post of DPM for thee same reasons
as mentioend in the BPM where in you have not included my M.B.A degree. I possess
two post Graduate Degrees I.e M.B.A and M.A but unfortunately you have not
included my M.B.A in the list. I request your good self to pleae go throuigh my
application form properly and you will find my M.B.a marks sheet there. therefore
keeping in view the above fields i request your goodself to please include my name in
eligible list of candidates as per my qualification (M.B.A) and experience.

On examination of your objection, application forms were scrutinized. It was found
that the certificates of your degree (MBA) were not submitted with the application
form for the post of DPM. However, same are attached with your BPM application
form. Hence, on this basis you are considered eligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

For the mentioned post against which I applied and have been declared Eligible for
the vacancy subject to verification of Documents as remarked in the eligible list of
candidates for Jammu Division bearing S. No 3 Form S. No. 8 Please let me know the
documents further required by your organization in this regard so that I can email it
you ASAP

On the examination of your objection. It is found the done your MBA from outside
the country, as such you are supposed to get the same authenticated through
MHRD & also its equivalence in India.

On examination of your objection received through email, your application form
has been scrutinized. It was found that you suffice experience required for the post
and as such you are considered eligible for the said post.
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Respected sir/Madam, with great reverence I want to draw your kind attention
On examining your objection, it was found that you have completed your research
towards the fact that your good self have categorized me among ineligible candidates (PhD) in Political Science. Since the Qualification required for the post is
while as I had done my M. Phil and phD particularly on Implementation of Rural
MBA/MSW/MARD. Any higher qualification is add on for reference only.
Development Programmes. Your good self have mentioned 30 months of experience
against my name however, my whole PhD is based on primary data. I had done field
survey as wel which I think should be considered as experience because as per
University Grants Commission, PhD research period can be considered as an
experience for the purpose of direct recruitment or promition. I have participated in
dozens of workshops related to rural development and have good number of
publications on my name related to local governance and rural development. Kindly
look into the matter and pleae consdier my PhD work (5) Years as an experience. I
hope a positive response from your side.
I have applied for the post of DPM and BPM for which the eligibility criteria was
masters in social work, Masters in Rural Development, and Masters in Business
Administration I have done masters in social work in April 2012 from the University
of Kashmir with first division, presently I am serving in Department of Rural
Development and Panchayati Raj IWMP scheme as Technical Expert social
mobilization since February 2013 on contractual basis. Besides this, before joining in
the Department of Rural Development and Panchayati raj, I have worked in NGOs
volunaztily from May 2012 to January 2013 (9) months that is i have five years and
one month of experience (61) months. Till date I have worked for 5 years and 8
months that is 68 months in the departments working for upliftment of poor section
of the soceity. Having said i fulfil all eligibility criteria required for the said job inspite
of these facts i am still been put in ineligible candidates list recently published by
your respected department. I hope you will intervene in this matter as I have my
carrer on stake and your humble intervention can save me for further stress and
harassment.
I have filled up the above form for the post of DPM and BPM but my candidature has
been rejected on the basis of my qualification which is PGDBM. As I understand the
required qualification for the post is MBA. Hence I would like to clear that my Post
Graduate Diploma which i have done from Bharti Vidyapeeth University (pune),
which is a Deemed and an Autonomous University), and completed in the year 2009,
was a 2 year duration course. it was a regular (and not correspondence) course.
Hence it is considered equivalent to MBA pertaining to its course structure and
duration. Therefore, it will be greatly humane on your part if you consider my
objection as viable and accept my candidature as an eligible candidate, as the rest of
my parameters are totally in alignment.

On examining your objection, your application forms were scrutinized again and it
was that you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
considered eligible for the post of of DPM/BPM.

My name is in eligible candidate list of BPM post. Youo have showed my exact work
experience. 66 months. While as my name appears in ineligible candidate list of DPM
post without giving any reason. And you have showed my work experience wrong: 44
months instead of 66 months. I think i am in ineligible list because of the incorrect
work experience shown kindly correct my work experience to 66 months if there is
any other reason kindly mention. Hoping to find your reply soon.

On examining of your objection, your both the applications were scrutinized. It was
found that as per the details filled in the application form for the post of DPM the
total experience equals to 44 months and 19 days as per the certificates attached by
you. While as in the BPM application form your total experience equals to 64
months. However, after checking the certificates you have attached with the
application forms it was found that your actual experience equals to 44 months and
19 days only. It is pertinent to mention that you made gross violation by misleading
the JKSRLM by attaching the experience certificates which clearly indicates that you
were working for two organization simultaneously for at least one and a half month
besides you have not sufficient experience as required for these posts and hence
you are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

On examining your objection. Since you don't possess the prescribed qualification
for the posts, you are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

I request you to please consider me also in the interview list as I had a rich
On examining of your objection, your both the applications were scrutinized. It was
experience of 12 years and I want to utilize this for the upliftment o society by giving found that you don't possess the prescribed qualification for the posts, hence you
a thought to my experiences in a way of medium through SRLM. I request Mission
are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.
Director SRM to give me a one chance in facing interview and I hope he will give a
thought on this.
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Suhail Ahmad Malik
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with humble submission and great reverence I would like to state that I have applied On examining your objection, your application forms were scrutinized again and it
for the post of BPM under Umeed J&K Livelihood Mission the objections are that you was that you you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
have shown (58) months as my experience wherein my acetual experience is 62
considered eligible for the post of DPM/BPM.
months. due to my miss calculation i figured out that 58 months is equal to 5 years it
was my mistake the records are well available at your end which i had already
submitted at thetime of submission of the application form. I request your goodself
to please reexamine my case and do the need for in my favour. it will be highly
indebted for your kind gesture.
Despite relevant experience of 117 months, the higheset one agaisnt the said post
from District Kathua, I have been shortlisted as ineligible, may be due to non
consideration of m equivalent qualification i.e. Post Graduate Diploma in
Management (PGDIM), a copy of the same is agan enclosed, May kindly looked into
the matter so that I may not be ignored while finalizing the list for the said post.

On examining your objection. Since you don't possess the prescribed qualification
for the posts, you are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

Sir, this is in reference to the published list of eligible candidates for the post of DPM This is for your information that the receiving officials has no mandate to reject any
SRLM where to my surprise I found some of my batch mates on the list of eligible
application on any basis.
candidates for the said post on the basis of MSW Degree completed in the year 2014
and I myself was considered ineligible even for submitting the form at the scheduled
time of date of submission for the post citing my "No Experience" as the basis for not
even accepting my form at that time. What your kind attention towards this
distinctive discrimination against me. Kindly intimate me with the response for the
grievance in this regard.
Objected raised is regarding my qualification as entertained bt your office. My
qualification (degree) is in MARD but instead of that your office has shown me as
PGDRD in Rural Development Kindly check and verify my documents, as well as 5
years experience which your office has neglected in BPM my serial fals at serial no.4
Form No. 5 i have been shown ineligible because of years of experience how ever i
have 5 years experience which your office has not entertained in district programme
manager my serial No. Falls at serial no. 3 Form No. 4 in which your office has
mentioned PGDRD however i have MARd i have submitted all the documents and
degrees before the last date so kindly look into the matter.

On examining your objection, your application forms were scrutinized again. It was
found though you have qualification of MARD and experience certificate issued by
the BDO concerned but it does not indicate that in which capacity you were
working in the organization which disqualifies you for both the posts you have
applied for. Moreover you have not filled up the experience details in the
application form.

I would like to bring in your kind notice that I was perusing MARD (Masters in Rural
Development) from IGNOU at the time when I had applied for the osts of DPM I had
appeared in final year examination in the month of December 2017 for which results
have been declared in the month of Feb 2018 and have cleared all the papers of my
PG degree course and have completed the same. Also I have almost 10+ years of
professional experience in Education, It, Trainings and Development sector, which is
quite a good experience in the relevant Field. So i request you to kindly consider my
Master's Degree and work experience so as to include my name in the eligible list of
candidates.

On examining your objection. Since you don't possess the prescribed qualification
for the posts, you are considered ineligible for the post.

Sir, I have submitted my form for the post of DPM I did not know my serial No. May
be it my 29 or 30 because I lost the receipt when you have published the list of
eligible and ineligible candidates me name was not mention in both the categories as
I as done my masters degree in (rural Development) and also I hae experience of 5
years in Block. So, I request to you please solve my problem and see my form and
then decide whether i am eligible or not and also please reply my mail as i am waiting
for your responce.

On examination of your objection received through email. It has been found that
your name does not exist in the main list of applicants. Though you claim that you
have applied and submitted the form by hand , you are asked to show the proof
within two days from the date of issuance of this objection.

I was not having five years of experience at the time of submission of form. But now
on (dated 1st Jan. 2018 I have completed five years of experience in said trade so I
request you to please accept my said experience so it is your most kindness.

Your plea about considering the experience after the expiry date of submitting the
application form can't be considered at this instant.

Moreover your plea about considering qualification MARD at this instant the result
of which has been declared after expiry of submitting the application form, cannot
be considered at this instant.
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sir please forward the reaon why I'm not get through in your selection process. As I'm On examining of your objection, your both the applications were scrutinized. It was
M.A sociology with 5 year expeiene in livelihood and my application recepit number found that you have done Post Graduation in Sociology which is not the prescribed
in SRLM is 167 and 108
qualification for the post of DPM and BPM. Hence you have been declared
ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.
1. as I have done MBA and PGDIB and also have the working experience of One year On examination of your objection. It has been found that your name does not
in the rural development dept. (which was by mistake written as 8 months) then how figure in any of the list (DPM/BPM). As such you are requested to furnish the proof
am I ineligible for the above mentioned post as I fulfiil the minimum eligible criteria of applying for the said posts within two days from the date of issuance of this
as per the notification issued on the above said date. Kindly provide the reason.
objection.
2. if the cndidates are eligible on the basis of having maximum experience then why
it was not mentioned in the advertisement notification please explain.

1. Office coordinator is ask enterprises from 1-02-2012 to 1-05-2015 elevated to
manager cum office coordinator from 22-05-2015 to 03-12-2016 Total no. of Months
=58
2. receptionist at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board from 13-12-2016 till date.
Total no. of Months.=14 months
3. combined months =58+14=72
both the degrees comes under the ambit of facutily of management study they are
deemed as equilent degree by many organization besides I do have revent
experience.

On examination of your objection, your both the applications were scrutinized. You
have mentioned in 'Experience' column 58 months, which are as per the
experience certificates attached. However, submition of additional experience
certificates after the expiry date of submitting the application form can't be
considered at this instant.

Sir I have applied for the post of BPM/DPM wide advertisement no 06 of 2014 where
basic eligibility was shown as PG and I have been put in the ineligibiity list which the
department shortlist posted on 23 Feb. 2018 so its my kind request to you sir plase
solve this by your kind attention i am from Kargil student Name Khadim Hussain s/o
Haji Ghulam.

On examination of your objection your both the applications were scrutinized. It
has been found that while submitting your application form you have neither
mentioned any experience nor attached any experience certificates Hence as such
you are considered ineligible for teh post of DPM/BPM.

37 Experience mentioned as reason of ineligibiligy where as my experience is more
than 60 months.

On examination of your objection your both the applications were scrutinized. It
has been found that while submitting your application form you had mentioned
only 37 months of experience which are as per the certificates attached with the
form. Hence as such you are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

with due solicited I would like to bring your attention towards the issue that I am
masters of Social work and having 2 years of experience in relevant field. In this
connection that I am in eligible list of that you have published I am in the sno 234
from no 236 of en eligible list and the experience you have mentioned there is only
24. it is therefore requested your good self why i am not in a list of eligible
candidates having 2 years of experience in the relevant field of the prescribed posts.

On examination of your objection your both the applications were scrutinized. It
has been found that you don't possess the prescribed experience for applying the
posts. Hence as such you are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.
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On examination of your objection your both the applications were scrutinized. It
has been found that you don't have prescribed qualification for the post, hence you
are considered ineligible for the post of DPM/BPM.

I have submitted the marks sheet of MBA & PGDRD along with my application forms, On examination of your objections. It is strange that you have not gone through the
but you have considered only Mba in eligible list. Kindly consider the same.
advertisement notice where it is clearly mentioned that the qualification required
for both the post is MBA and not PGDRD. Then how you supposed that it should be
written when it is not required.
I have not been shortlisted in the eligible list even when I have 105 months of work On examining your objection. It was found that since you don't possess the
experience despite having requisite qualification as per the advertisement. The
prescribed qualification for the posts, you are considered ineligible for the post.
reason for disqualification is not mentioned. Kindly have a fair review in my case and
clarify me about my candidature before the interview call for the shortlisted eligible
candidates is notified.
I am eligible candidate as I have experience of 11 years but they mentioned
On examining your objection, your application forms were scrutinized again. It was
experience of 11 months I also applied for BPM and in that list I am eligible kinldy
founnd that you you suffice experience required for the post and as such you are
sort out my problem.
considered eligible for both the posts.
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In the short list of the above advertisement, my name has been shown in the list of
ineligible candidates and my experience has been shown as 47 months. But in reality,
my experience is more than 67 months but due to some unkn own reasons it is
shown as 47 months. 67 months means i have an expereince of 5 years and seven
months which means i am eligible so kindly add my name in the list of eligible
candidates so that i can appear in the next round of the selection process.

On examination of your objections. It has been found that you have only 41
months of experience. However as per the details filed by you on the application
form you have shown experience from june 2015 to july 2016 as Department
Manager in Vishal Mega Mart but the document attached by you is actually your
appointment letter and not the experience by which it can be calculated the exact
months you have worked in the said organization. More over it is not understood
as how you have worked simultaneously in Vishal mega Mart and ETA. It is
pertinent to mention that you made gross violation by misleading the JKSRLM by
attaching the experience certificates which clearly indicates that you were working
for two organization simultaneously Besides the 6 months shown in J&K bank is a
training period and as such can not be considered as experience. Hence you are
considered ineligible for both the posts.

in the short list of the above advertisement my name has been sown as an ineligble
candidate and my experience has been shown as 51 months but in reality my
experience is more than 61 months but due to unknown reason it is shown 51
months . 61 months means i have an expereince of 5 years and 1 month wich means i
am eligible so kindly add my name in the list of eligible candidates so that i can
appear in the next round of the selection process.
objection raised on what basis I am ineligible for this post. I am going to inform you
sir, I am interviewd for the post of BPM which was adv. Notice no.
MD/JKSRLM/06/2014 -1 dated 29-6-2016, 02-8-2016 , 31-08-2016 and 23-09-2016
issued by the your office and the interview was taen by Dr. G.N Quasba, Mission
Director, JKSRLM who was Mission Director at that time. it is therefoe i am requested
you to consider my request.
as per the notification the eligibility for the position of DPM was a five year
experience and as per my credentials I was supposed to be eligible, however my
name reflects in the category of ineligible candidates. My experience ranges from
Procurements and logistics to the high end project and programme managment with
a proper certification from a very reputed prject management institute. it would be
highly appreciated if your department reviews my application.

On examination of your objections. It has been found that you have only 51 months
of experience. However as per the details filed by you on the application form you
have shown experience as 17 months in NGO and 34 Months in ICHIBAN
organization. The total of which has been shown 66 months which is not the correct
one. Hence you are considered ineligible for DPM/BPM posts.

DPM

DPM

DPM

DPM

On examining your objection it was found that you have qualification PGDBM,
which is not prescribed qualification for the posts, hence you are considered
ineligible for post of DPM/BPM.

On re-examining your objection it was found as per the details filed by you have
only 51 months of experience. Further you have mentioned experience from
August 2012 to August 2014 as resource person in IICT but the document attached
by you reveals only the date of entry and not the closing date, by which the the
total months of experience can not be calculated. Hence you are considered
ineligible for post of DPM/BPM.

